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• We spent 2014 working on development of our metrics and defining our target
customers
• Decided on Net Promoter Score ‐ It is used by many airlines to measure advocacy and
likelihood to recommend DIA to others
• Quarterly Reporting
• Collected 1st Quarter data and analyzing
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• Focused on building our social media presence and engagement
• Concerted effort to do more community outreach – 75% increase in community
presentations – nearly 1 each week.
• Implemented new Reserved Premium Parking Program
• Gross concessions revenue per enplanement was $12.07, up 7.6% from 2013 and our
first time over $12
Increases in concessions revenue was driven by higher passenger volume, 4 new
concession options, and 20 remodels of key concessionaires
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Spend per passenger up 7.6% to $12.07
First time over $12.00
Passengers like what we’re doing
Set record for passenger traffic
53.4 Million in 2014 – up 1.7% over 2013
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Passenger Segmentation – Understanding the needs/wants of our customers
Delivering on new customer expectations – beer garden, upgraded wifi
Big focus areas on improving WiFi
Tried partnering with private sector – got complaints
We listened and made our own investment, which paid off – customer WiFi satisfaction
score up 7.6% (ranked 2nd among North American airports for fastest WiFi)
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Text messaging/response provided in real time – expanding this year)
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Challenge
• Completing against other airports for passengers
• We are now competing against airports around the world (Asia/Europe), not just North
American airports
• Airports are investing in the customer experience ‐ rather than the old model of just
processing people through as quickly as possible, the emphasis is on the passenger
spending quality time in your facility
Path Ahead
• Use our data to better prioritize our investments
• Installing power hubs
• Pet therapy program – CATS (Canine Airport Therapy Service) – 30 dogs
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On any given day at DEN or any other airport in this country, there are
six distinct traveler types, or segments. From Engaged Explores to the
Uneasy Early Birds, each is a composite of certain passenger types and
behaviors.

We learned as much as possible about them; their behaviors,
demographics, and attitudes about travel and lifestyle, their attitudes
and expectations about airports and how much they traveled and how
often, and how much they spend when they travel.

We identified the customer segments that would most likely contribute to
our strategy for growth, and more importantly, gained insight into how
we might entice them to choose DIA over our competitors, as their
favorite connecting airport. We are not “firing” the other customer
segments, just focusing more on the higher priority segments
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DIA spent the past year defining our target customers and how to best meet their needs to
maximize the customer experience and revenue opportunities. As part of this, we have
looked into what drives satisfaction of the segments and our target segments in
particular. We are now evaluating what initiatives we can undertake to improve our
customer satisfaction scores and how we can get customers to advocate for the airport so
more of our target customers will choose to travel through DEN and while they are here,
spend more money on food, beverage, products and services.

Extensive research was done to get to know our target passengers.
From 3600 surveys to small focus groups -- we spent time getting to
know what they expect from airports and what their experience and
expectations are about DIA.
We also tested customer experience ideas with them.
We conducted extensive research and met with focus groups to pinpoint exactly what
these target segments value.
On the left are the top overall satisfaction drivers and on the right top touch‐point drivers
Notice that the ELITES (yellow) and EXPLORERS (green) generally share the same priorities.
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Viewed by passengers as an important indicator of how an airport performs,
Industry reports to the public on airport OTP (on time performance)
Airside On‐Time Performance – arrival/departure within :15 of schedule
We worked with Oliver Wyman to assess our performance and opportunities for
improvement
Peer Group ‐ we compare ourselves to seven airports based on size, carrier mix, winter
operations, and runway configurations
Impacts: Scheduled block/turn times; airlines system wide on‐time performance
Delay Causes: Industry wide trends; Top airlines peer OTP does not affect DEN.
Frequency of weather events; crew time scheduling rules effective Jan. 2014
Improvement Initiatives: additional gates, baggage system upgrades, Aerobahn system;
deicing queue management system
Oliver Wyman assessment found that we (DEN) can only impact 10% of airline OTP
Therefore, we are re‐evaluating this KPI
FAA Tower Study of DEN Operations (May 2014) enforces the little amount of impact the
airport has on the OTP
• On Time = 74.91%
• Carrier Delays = 5.31%
• Weather Delays = .77%
• National Aviation System Delays = 7.5%
• Security Delays = .01%
• Aircraft Arriving Late = 8.65%
• Cancelled = 2.1%
• Diverted = .69%
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• We handed over the new HTC Train Platform to RTD on January 1st, 2014 so they could
begin building the necessary rail infrastructure to start passenger operations in Spring of
2016
• NextGen – Airspace redesign initiative partnering with the FAA and Airlines
• Direct point‐to‐point routes
• Reduced Fuel consumption
• Positive impact on environment
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The total tonnage of landfilled waste increased 3.8% in 2014 based on increased passenger and concessions
activity, from 11,782 to 12,228 tons
DEN had its highest ever diversion rate at 13.9%, indicating that a greater percentage of waste is being
diverted from the landfill
Total recycling/compost/wood diverted increased 7.8% in 2014 to almost 2,000 tons
Composting tonnage increased by 57% to 103 tons based on an expansion of the composting operation to
Concourse C
Based on activity levels at year‐end, we expect composting levels to increase by another 50% in 2015
Diversion metrics are based only on Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) levels; DEN recycles over 20 waste streams
in total, including construction materials, restaurant grease, tires, Aircraft Deicing Fluid, electronics, and
batteries
DEN held an airport‐wide Peak ideation session to identify additional strategies to reduce landfilled waste,
several of which are under consideration for 2015 implementation
Conversations will continue in 2015 regarding the most relevant KPI to represent Investing in Sustainability

2014 annual diversion rate of 13.9% is the highest in DEN history, with the
recent diversion rates exceptionally high (14.7% overall diversion in Q2‐
Q4)
1974.4 tons of recycling/compost
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Adding 4th Solar Array – to be complete mid 2016
Aircraft Deicing Fluid Recycling = DEN is highest in the industry.
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• The total tonnage of landfill waste increased 3.8% in 2014
• DEN had its highest ever diversion rate at 13.9%
• Deicing fluid collection increased by 7% (collected 75% of fluid used)
• Separate deicing fluid in water/chemical collection process (1% or more concentration
separated out)
• Recycled fluid sold on market, re‐used
• Recycled 74% of fluid collected
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MSW = $1M annual expense
Greenhouse gas emissions (electricity, natural gas, vehicle fuel) = $20M+ annual expense

DEN is working to develop a Sustainability Management System that will
allow for a comprehensive review of sustainability impacts and support
strategic implementation of activities to mitigate those impacts.
Airport‐wide Peak ideation session identified additional strategies to
reduce landfilled waste
Challenges – an increase in passenger counts and more facilities on the
airport will increase solid waste levels although we have improved in the
areas of recycling and composting so we will re‐evaluate this KPI as a
measure of performance
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Seven new nonstop domestic destinations: Dallas/Love Field, Texas; Devils Lake, N.D.; Jamestown,
N.D., Lafayette, La.; Mammoth, Calif.; Sun Valley, Id.; West Palm Beach, Fla.

Three new non‐stop international destinations :
Guadalajara and Chihuahua, Mexico on Volaris
Panama City, Panama on United Airlines
Panama City, Panama on United Airlines
Provides connections to nearly 40 destinations in 11 countries in Central and South America
through United and their Star Alliance partner COPA
The route will generate $35‐40 million in annual economic benefit to the region and support
more than 400 new jobs.

Examples of Domestic cities lost were mostly small cities such as:
Bellingham, WA
Newport News, VA
Wilmington, DE
Harrisburg, PA
Our metric for putting DEN on the World map is total destinations
On the left you can see that we are at 190 total destinations and we were right on target
We had three new international destinations– Chihuahua, Guadalajara, Panama City which is our
port of entry to Central and South America. Through United and COPA you can connect to 40
central and south American destinations.
We are re‐evaluating this KPI, each destination is not equal in terms of economic impact.
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Successes:
Already mentioned our new international service for 2014.
Tokyo has been the most successful United‐Japan flight in the system. Load factors as high
as 92%
Challenges:
‐We mentioned the challenge of
‐ United – 44% of our total traffic ‐ increased 1%
‐SW – 28% of our total traffic ‐ increased 7%
‐F9 – 13% ‐ of our total traffic base ‐ decreased 31%,
But as of February our total traffic is only down by 2.3% as other carriers made gains
‐Canadian Market
– ULC carrier Rouge
‐ Air Canada cut Montreal
‐Other Canadian routes lost ‐ Saskatoon, Regina, and Fort Mc Murray
Strategy moving forward ‐ #1 retain flights
Routes Americas – brought 85 airlines in February and was a great Opportunity to sell
Denver
Life after Japan and Panama City – mobilizing strategy for additional service to mid‐East,
Europe, Asia, Bogota
CEO Strategy – great job at data, but we need to get to decision makers
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Successes

As you can see, we currently do not have mission critical metrics to support this strategic objective.
We are evaluating and benchmarking industry KPIs to measure this strategic objective. No other airport has as much
developable land as DEN and as such it has been difficult to identify industry applicable comparable metrics. DEN will
once again have to be innovative and lead the industry in developing metrics.
Per IGA requirements, we have delivered the train platform to RTD on January 1st.
The last structural beam was placed on the new Westin Hotel, essentially topping it off.
In December of 2014, We signed an agreement with Panasonic Enterprise Solutions Company to relocate its North
America headquarters to DEN. This facility will accommodate it's fast growing business solutions operations and
technology center that will include light assembly of technology products such as large format digital screen for
scoreboards and other digital applications. This facility will be roughly 100,000 SF and will create approximately 300 new
jobs. It is scheduled to open in mid‐2016.
Additionally, we hosted the Aerotropolis Americas Conference. This conference brought together approximately 350
participants and gave DEN Real Estate the opportunity to showcase our progress in developing our Real Estate. During
the conference, we hosted an event at the Westin Hotel.
CHALLENGES
We encountered a number of challenges in progressing this initiative.
We continue to coordinate with various parties in regards to IGA mediation resolution.
Some of the legal tasks we face to support DEN Real Estate include FAA approvals, amendments to signage codes, and
zoning issues.
We continue our coordination with the Federal Highway Administration to seek Aerotropolis Grants. Our next meeting is
in May.
Finally, we continue our efforts to incorporate right‐a‐ways in the Smith Estate parcel to facilitate the desired "global
Showcase of Sustainability community.
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PATH AHEAD
Our forward plan includes:
Evaluating & developing KPIs and metrics for DEN Real Estate.
The successful management and facilitation of the Pena Station TOD for Panasonic
occupancy in 2016.
The completion of a strategic partnership with CSU to initiate various agricultural hub
concepts such as green houses, research & teaching facilities, and the exploration of value
add food processing & storage.
And finally, the successful completion of the Phase 2 Land Use and Implementation Plan.
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O&D traffic increased 5% (16.2M actual v 15.4M forecast)
Parking revenue increased 18% ($168M actual v. $143M forecast) due to rate increase
effective in August 2014 of $1 increase on max rates for garage, economy and valet lots
Car Rental revenue increased 57% ($60M actual v. $38M forecast) due to new agreement
which includes revenue share from additional features, increased rental rates and stronger
demand
R.O.D. and CPE
Return on debt is a measure of net income vs. debt issued.
We over achieved expectations by 112 basis points. This target was established based
upon revenue projections and debt load assumptions in our 2013 official statement
The numerator for R.O.D. is revenue and it overachieved based on high passenger traffic, a
parking rate increase, and additional car rental revenue.
The denominator – total debt remained consistent with official statement assumptions.
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2014 actual Enplaned passengers were 26.7 million, vs a target (feasibility model) of 26.8
million
Costs were $330 million, net of the $40 million airline credit, approximately $5 million
lower than the $335.8 million in the target / feasibility model (note: the target was
different than the 2014 budget)
CPE – Measures the cost to airlines for operating at the airport per passenger.
Numerator – costs attributed to airlines were $30 M which was nearly $6 million below
target
Denominator – Number of passengers which held steady to forecasts
$330 million/26.7 million enplaned passengers = $13.18 for 2014
Not all airlines pay the airport $12.18. This is an average. It is dependent on many factors
including the amount of facilities they use (terminal rents, FIS fees, baggage systems, gate
fees
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OUTPUTS
We completed contract amendments for rental car agencies and numerous remodels and new additions to our concession program. I speak more about
these in a moment.
OUTCOMES
We have had stellar performances within the Parking, Rental Cars and Concessions lines of businesses..
OUTPUTS & OUTCOMES
Rental Car Revenues were over $48M, up 23.9% over 2013.
There were two primary drivers behind this strong performance:
With improving passenger traffic, there were nearly 700,000 more transaction days, up 9.4% from 2013 (7.3M to 8.0M in 2014).
At the same time, gross sales per transaction day were up $6.86 or an increase of 12.7%, from $53.96 in 2013 to $60.81 in 2014.
Our new rental car contract expands the revenue categories that we are eligible to collect a percentage share on, which has also contributed to our record
year.
The primary categories that are now included in the agreement are refueling charges, GPS unit rental, and car seat rentals.
Parking Revenues were over $161M, up 5.4% from 2013.
Our growing O&D passenger traffic helped push revenue and transactions higher throughout the year.
Transactions were up 3.6% or 156,082 from 2013 (4.4M to 4.5M in 2015.)
Revenue per transaction was up 1.8% from $35.06 to $35.69 in 2014.
Parking rates increased in August in the garages and economy lots, which helped accelerate revenue growth. We did not see a decrease in transactions as a
result of the increased rate, only an increase in revenue.
Concessions Revenues were over $50M, up 6.3% from 2013.
Much like our other revenue streams, our concessions revenue growth was helped by increasing traffic.
Other primary drivers include new concessions options and remodels of key concessionaires.
We opened 4 new concessions: Aviator’s Club BBQ, Steve’s Snappin’ Dogs, MAC Cosmetics, and Tattered Cover.
There were 20 remodeled concessions, including McDonald’s on all three concourses.
We also were able to get a full year benefit out of some upscale concessions that opened in 2013 like Root Down and Elway’s.
Net concessions revenue reported here includes food & beverage, retail, services, and airport‐wide services like Clear Channel advertising and Wallypark.
Public parking revenue was over $161 million for the year, up 5.4% from 2013
Increased numbers of passengers drove growth throughout the year, with an additional bump coming from our rate increase in August
Rental car revenues (excluding space rentals) were over $48 million, up 23.9% from 2013
The significant increase is due to stronger demand pushing prices higher and a new contract amendment that drives additional revenue to the
airport
Gross concessions revenue was over $322.8 million, up 9.5% from 2013
Gross concessions revenue per enplanement was $12.07, up 7.6% from 2013 and our first time over $12
Increases in concessions revenue was driven by higher passenger volume, 4 new concession options, and 20 remodels of key concessionaires
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Public parking revenue was over $161 million for the year, up 5.4% from 2013
Increased numbers of passengers drove growth throughout the year, with an
additional bump coming from our rate increase in August
Rental car revenues (excluding space rentals) were over $48 million, up 23.9% from 2013
The significant increase is due to stronger demand pushing prices higher and a new
contract amendment that drives additional revenue to the airport
Gross concessions revenue was over $322.8 million, up 9.5% from 2013
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United Airlines Lease Extension
United Airlines signed a lease extension with DEN through 2035, which allows us to
restructure our debt and allows United Airlines to right‐size its non‐gate facilities at this
hub. The agreement is expected to save United Airlines approximately $35 million annually,
while benefiting all the airlines at DEN through debt restructuring and amortization
changes. United averages more than 375 daily departures and serves more than 130
destinations out of Denver.
Earlier we discussed having lower CPE than projected
A big part of that was our recent United lease extension
The agreement required us to restructure our debt attributed to United’s rates and
charges. They held an abundance of real estate that they were not utilizing as business
practices have changes. This allowed them to save $35 million annually.
In response, United is required to maintain DEN as a hub through 2035. They are not
allowed to decrease their current capacity without financial penalty.
This deal guarantees that our largest carrier with 375 daily departures serving 130
destination stay in Denver.
CIP – in the past year we modified our CIP process.
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One of our most important objectives –”Inspiring our Employees” is key to DEN achieving
our goals
Set the Strategic KPI – becoming a Denver Post Top Workplace
Hired Workplace Dynamics (conducts and analyzes workplace surveys)
Encouraging Results – 2014 over 2013
Slight increase in employee engagement
We know we still need to work on improving the perceived gap between Sr. Management
and Employees
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Why Workplace Dynamics?
• We use the OHR Survey – great data, but wasn’t frequent enough to really understand
how we are affecting change
• Currently doing internal Pulse Surveys Quarters 1‐3 with one third of the employees and
OHR Survey in the 4th Quarter
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Most proud of increasing participation – shows that the employees care
2012 was a great year, but we bribed with donuts to fill out the OHR survey
2013/2014 now people are participating on their own (no bribes needed)
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Both surveys show engagement increasing
WP Dynamics – like because we can really drill down into what they define as engagement:
• Motivates to give best at work
• Want to stay
• Recommend to friends
We have seen growth in all areas
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Mentioned gap between Sr. Management and Employees – these are the initiatives we are
investing in to help to “move the dial”
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We know we need to improve, but are making progress.
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• Vacation leave usage
• decreased from 56 to 49 hours per position.
• May be due to fewer employees being on this plan.
• Sick leave usage
• decreased 33 to 25 hours per position.
• May be due to fewer employees being on this plan.
• PTO leave usage
• increased 3 to 16 hours per position.
• Very likely due to more employees being on this plan.
• Overtime (Position)
• Decreased 70 to 57 hours per position, per year.
• May be due to the fact that we haven’t had as much snow the last couple of
years.
• Vacancy averages
• have gone from 114 per month to 107 per month.
• Hiring managers have been more diligent in filling their positions timely after the
RIE last year.
• In addition, there were several high level management positions that were
vacant for a while but most have now been filled.
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•
•
•
•

More employees moving from Vacation/Sick Bank Program to the PTO Program
More PTO accruing with employees gaining seniority
Working to fill vacancies to fill critical needs
Working on both DEN and airport‐wide safety initiatives to reduce workers comp claims
and associated costs.
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FTE’s has grown for 1198 in 2014 to 1214 in 2015.
Most were used for our Maintenance and Technology people, 5 were used for our HS and
College interns.
ASQ is an international swing of passenger satisfaction
You can see that our performance has increased above the benchmark average of 20 int.
airports
You can see a major impact especially with our Wi‐Fi services as we brought this program
in‐house rather than outsourcing.
Personnel budget increased from $135 m to $146 m
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We have had the same contractor for conveyance since the airport opened 20 years ago.
As the facility ages we have had an increase of breakdowns and it was time for a new
contract to provide higher quality service and to hold the contractor accountable.
We now have a performance based contract that meets the needs of the facilities
As you can see from the chart below, our service calls have decreased dramatically since
the new contractor took over.
528 calls may still seem a lot but the numbers are undoubtedly trending in the correct
direction.
We have the most conveyances in the state with over 170 operating 24‐7
Contract details
$5 m per year vs. $35 m
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On the capital side, we invested in APC Kiosks.
It allows US and Canadian passport holders to go to a machine that gives your passport,
takes a photo, verifies personal info and they can skip the manual processing by showing a
receipt.
Similar to Global Entry.
We have had 33 months of continuous international passenger growth. During peak hours
the wait was over an hour.
The chart shows a 1 minute to 2 minute improvement, bur remember that it does not
reflect the fact that we have had double digit growth.
We now have 16 machines.
Costs:
Budgeted at $1.3 million, but we are coming in closer to $1 million.
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Another major undertaking is our concourse C gate expansion of 5 gates and 12 new
concessions, allowing continued growth by Southwest Airlines.
Denver ranks as SW fastest growing hub ever, starting with 13 daily flights and today offer
160 flights to 60 non‐stop destinations.
This was a $46 million project that completed in September on‐time and on budget less
than $10 m per gate.
In comparison, we had other proposals to build 10 gates for $240 million. $24 m per gate.
Concession revenue alone is expected to be $2.1 m per year
Parodies is our concessionaire and they offer iPads for passengers to spend money, order
food, get flight info..
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Panasonic Enterprise Solutions
In December of 2014, Panasonic Enterprise Solutions Company (PESCO) announced that it would relocate its North America headquarters and its fast growing business solutions operations and technology center to a site
adjacent to DEN. The facility will be the cornerstone of our new Peña Boulevard Station development, located along the East Rail Line at 61st Avenue. The PESCO development will create an estimated 300 jobs, and the
project is targeted to be complete by mid‐2016.
New International Routes
2014 brought three new international destinations to DEN including non‐stop service to Guadalajara and Chihuahua, Mexico on Volaris and Panama City, Panama on United Airlines. The route to Panama provides
connections to nearly 40 destinations in 11 countries in Central and South America through United and their Star Alliance partner COPA. The route will generate $35‐40 million in annual economic benefit to the region
and support more than 400 new jobs. DEN now serves more than 20 international cities in nine countries.
United Airlines Lease Extension
United Airlines signed a lease extension with DEN through 2035, which allows us to restructure our debt and allows United Airlines to right‐size its non‐gate facilities at this hub. The agreement is expected to save United
Airlines approximately $35 million annually, while benefiting all the airlines at DEN through debt restructuring and amortization changes. United averages more than 375 daily departures and serves more than 130
destinations out of Denver.
Passenger Records
Passenger traffic for 2014 could well set a new record. Through the end of November, DEN saw 49,075,222 passengers, an increase of 2.2 percent during the same timeframe in 2013. Total international passenger traffic
also increased year‐over‐year for the 31st consecutive month, in November.
Passenger Experience
In 2014, the airport opened or refurbished 22 shops and restaurants – the second consecutive year of record growth within the concessions program. This year, we were proud to welcome The Tattered Cover to all three
concourses, providing customers with the ability to visit a Denver retail institution without leaving the airport. Steve’s Snappin’ Dogs also opened on the B Concourse, bringing travelers a true taste of downtown Denver.
Other brands new to the airport this year include MAC cosmetics, Aviator’s BBQ and esavvy. Our first Pet Hotel opened in December, and added a welcome new amenity to the passenger experience, as did our first beer
garden in the terminal, which offered tastes from 10 different Colorado breweries during the Great American Beer Festival.
C‐Gates
In November, DEN and Southwest Airlines celebrated our collaboration in the on time and on budget completion of the five‐gate expansion on Concourse C. As a result of the expansion, Southwest Airlines has relocated
their two A Concourse gates to C, and increased the airline’s overall gate count from 19 to 22 gates. Concessions offerings are being phased into this new space with all concessions to be operational by May 2015.
Amenities will include smart tablets integrated into custom high‐top tables, providing an opportunity to order beverages and receive concierge service, or simply to check e‐mail, review flight status and catch up on the
news. Improved seating choices provide electrical outlets, cup holders and individual tables.
Hotel and Transit Center Progress
In May, the Hotel and Transit Center Program reached a milestone with the topping out of the new Westin Denver International Airport Hotel. To signify the milestone, Mayor Michael B. Hancock, and City Councilman
Chris Herndon joined DEN officials as the last beam (weighing 1,800 pounds) was placed on the top level of the hotel. Earlier in the year, DEN met another major milestone when it turned the train hall over to RTD;
meeting RTD’s scheduled deadline to ensure the East Rail Line remains on schedule. The 519‐room hotel and conference center will open in late 2015 with commuter rail serve between DEN and downtown Denver
starting in early 2016.
New Technology
DEN invested in several new technologies that help passengers navigate in and around DEN.
•
Automated Passport Control – International passengers can now expedite their customs entry process by using the APC kiosks instead of filling out a declaration card and taking travel documents
to a Customs and Border Protection officer.
•
Text messaging program ‐ A pilot text messaging program is being used to provide way‐finding services to our customers throughout the airport, and over 18,000 text messaging have been sent
to assist passengers.
•
NextBus – We now have a GPS‐based location service that provides real‐time information on the next arriving bus at our remote parking lots. The system includes LED display screens at the 18
shelters located in the Pikes Peak shuttle lot, and instructions on accessing the same information via smart phone or tablet devices have been installed in the Mt. Elbert, east and west economy
lots, and the main terminal.
•
Flydenver.com website ‐ We launched a new website that provides enhanced customer experiences, allowing users to easily access information from a mobile phone, tablet or a desktop
computer. It also includes Google‐based maps to help navigate the airport, improved filters that will help locate a restaurant or shop and an enhanced flight search that provides status updates.
Denver Airport Management Advisory Committee
The airport’s first Management Advisory Committee was formed in 2014 to help further our efforts to sharpen our business focus and remain competitive in an evolving global industry. The committee will advise the
airport and Mayor Hancock on management, policy and strategic planning issues at DEN. The committee was modeled after the Federal Aviation Administrations’ Management Advisory Council and consists of business
and industry leaders in both the public and private sectors.
Awards
2014 was another successful year for DEN, which was recognized by several organizations for outstanding work. Premiere Traveler readers named us Best Airport in North America and the Skytrax World Airport Awards
recognized DEN in several categories including:
•
Best Airport Staff Service in North America
•
Ranked 9th for World’s Best Airports serving more than 50 million passengers (the only North American Airport to make the top 10)
•
Ranked 3rd for Best Airports in North America
•
Ranked 5th for World’s Best Domestic Airport
•
DEN was also named one of the top 10 healthiest airports by the Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine. We won USA Today’s reader vote for “Best U.S. Airport for Art,” and we took
second place for the title of “Best U.S. Airport for a Layover.” Readers of Premiere Traveler magazine also thought highly of us, voting us the “Best Airport in North America.”
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